
ENTANGLED
       with MATH

Your brain
      ENTANGLES
            visual data

Look at the top row of boxes.
They all face the same way! 
Either up to the left or down 
to the right.

Without a reference your brain 
can see them both ways. 

Sometimes TWO things are DEPENDENT

For example:
        I have 10 marbles.

I close the boxes & 
give Box B to a friend

She opens it & finds 4 marbles.

Then, she says… There 

are 6 marbles in Box A.

How did she know how many were               
in Box A WITHOUT opening it???

Because…
The number of marbles in
each box is DEPENDENT on

the number in the other box!

If coin flips are
independent …..

Two coins:

What if coin flips 
were entangled?!?

Quantum Gates are 
no longer a math 
game. 

Physicists can really 
build them!
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One
coin:

Now the math
Einstein didn’t trust…

2. Combine independent
   probabilities

1. Hadamard gate

3. C-NOT Gate

ENTANGLEMENT in
 the QUANTUM world

Qubits become entangled 
in a special way.

There’s a 50/50 probability of
00 or 11, but never 01 or 10!

When one of the entangled
qubits is measured, the other 
is forced to take a certain 
value.

Inconceivable!
I don’t believe it.
The math must

be wrong!
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Quantum
Entanglement

You’ve gotta 
be pulling my      

  leg!

Quantum
Entanglement
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We could create the
following scenario:
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Quantum
Using C-NOT->
<-(& reversing it!) 

Reversible Addition?
What if an addition operation returned
one of the input values (x) as part of
the output? Is it reversible?

Try it!
Can we reverse the operation to find y?

Let’s rewrite that so it’s easier to read:

We subtract to find y! It can be
reversed with subtraction!

The answer is y = 5!

Knowing one of the inputs makes the
operation reversible!

This is true of ALL quantum
operations. They are reversible
because information is preserved!

Math Operations:
SOME are reversible

Negation is reversible.

Given a number: n = 5
We can negate the value: n = -5
Then reverse the operation: n = 5

We return to the original value!

Addition is not reve
rsible!

Given only a sum, it’s impossible to
determine the addends.
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Some things are
NOT reversible

You ca
n’t

    UNBAKE

a cook
ie...

Or UNTOASTbread...

Or UNRING a bell!

I 
didn’t want
toast! Let’s
untoast it!

Reversibility
is all around us!

Shoes can betied & untied.

Zippers open
 

& close with 

a simple pull.

Ice left out tomelt refreezeswhen put backin the freezer.

Quantum Operations:
MUST be reversible

Quantum operations
are not allowed to 
lose information.

Inputs
control bit (x)
target bit (y)

Outputs
control bit (x)
target bit (y  x)

Target bit (y)
The control bit (x)
determines if the
target bit is flipped
or stays the same.

Hmm... This
reminds me of
an XOR gate!

Answer Key:
For the inputs |1>, |0> the outputs are |1>, |1>.
For the output |0>, |1> the inputs are |0>, |1>.

Let’s practice using C-NOT.
We can go forward ->

<- We can also reverse the operation!

Now YOU try!
First, go forward->

�����(|1>,|0>)=(|__>,(|__>)

�����(|0>,|1>)=(|0>|1>)

�������������(|1>,|0>)=(|1>,|1>)
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I need more 
information!

and

Reversibility

Input bit (x):
NO CHANGE!

����������
|0>   |0>
|0>   |1>
|1>   |0>
|1>   |1>

|0>   |0>
|0>   |1>
|1>   |1>
|1>   |0>
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<- Now try it in reverse!
�������������(|0>,|1>)=(|__>,|__>)

reverse

reverse

Is it reversible

Try it!Try it!

reversible

� � � ( x, y ) = ( x, x + y )�

y = 8 - 3 = 5

3 + y = 8 from 3

SUM( 3, y ) = ( 3, 8 
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